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"Haven't Quite Shaken the Horror":
Howard Kester, the Lynching of Claude
Neal, and Social Activism in the South
during the 1930s
By Joshua Youngblood
n the night of October 26, 1934, outside the small town
of Greenwood, Florida, Claude Neal was lynched. The
twenty-three-year-old African-American farm-wage
laborer was accused of the murder of Lola Cannidy, a twentyyear-old white woman Neal had known nearly his entire life.
The lynching of Claude Neal sparked a furor among liberal
activists around the nation and provided an opportunity for a
radical critique of the South. Socialist Howard Kester conducted the most significant contemporary investigation of the lynching. An outspoken opponent of segregation, Kester vigorously
supported the economically depressed and exploited throughout the South, from striking coal miners to unionizing sharecroppers. A seminary trained minister from Lynchburg,
Virginia, in his early thirties, Kester already had spent more than
a decade fighting for social and racial justice as well as economic equality. In October 1934, he was called upon again to use his
evangelical devotion, personal courage and southern heritage to
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analyze the most recent in a remarkable upsurge of southern
lynchings in the Depression era.'
The murder of Claude Neal and subsequent riot in Marianna,
the county seat of Jackson County where the lynching occurred,
exemplified the most barbarous and grotesque aspects of southern
race relations in the 1930s. Social commentators and anti-lynching
activists pointed out that it also illustrated the ineffectiveness of existing local and federal measures to prevent the practice and highlighted the importance of gathering information to influence public
reaction in order to effect real change. Kester's experience in
Marianna buttressed his growing view--one shared by a new wave of
leftist activists and intellectuals emboldened by the New Deal and a
national search for innovative solutions-that class and economic
pressures exacerbated racial and social tensions and fueled violence.
His investigation into the lynching of Claude Neal confirmed
Kester's commitment to radical organization and action in order to
combat the South's ills and bring socialjustice to the nation.
In the introduction to Kester's report on the lynching of
Claude Neal, National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) Secretary Walter White wrote that the
document was "published with the hope that its sheer sadism and
abnormal cruelty may stir thoughtful Americans to a ~ t i o n . " ~
Concerned Americans, including many in the Deep South, reacted with horror and outrage to the lynching, and made clear their
determination for an end to inhumane acts like Neal's lynching
1.

2.

The historical examination of Howard Kester and his role as a social activist
in the South began in the early 1970s with the publication of Donald Grubbs'
seminal work on the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union. See Grubbs, C? from
the Cotton: The Southern Tenant Farmers' Union and the llmDeal (Fayetteville,AR:
University of Arkansas Press, 1971). Also see Robert F. Martin, "A Prophet's
Pilgrimage: The Religious Radicalism of Howard Anderson Kester, 19211941," TheJournal of Southern History 48 (1982): 51 1-530; Anthony P. Dunbar,
Against the Grain: Southern Radicals and Prqhets, 1929-1959 (Charlottesville,
\'A: University of Virginia Press, 1981); Robert H. Craig, Religion and Radical
Politics: An Alternative Christian Tradition in the United States (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1992); Robert F. Martin, Howard Kester and the
Struggle for Social Justice, 1904-1 977 (Charlottesviile, ITA:University of Virginia
Press, 1991);and John Egerton, Speak Now Against the Day: The Generation Before
the CivilRights Movement in the South (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1994).
"The Lynching of Claude Neal" (New York: National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, 1937), 1. The document was published
without the author's name in order to protect his life and that of his family
and preserve his future effectiveness.
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and their desire for ajust society with demands for the prosecution
of the lynch mob. They appealed to and denounced Florida
Governor David Sholtz for his inaction and renewed calls for passage of federal anti-lynching legislation. Despite the public outcry
and the efforts of liberals, conservative southern politicians prevented any significant change in the prevailing social order,
including national laws against lynching, during the New Deal
era.3 As James Agee expressed it, individuals like Kester confronted the greatest horrors and dangers "in the service of an anger and
of a love and of an undiscernible t r ~ t h . " ~
United in their condemnation of southern racism, left-leaning
activists were divided on the mechanism for achieving social justice. Subtlety and polite, however urgently rendered, insistencethe skills employed by such ground breaking and courageous
activists as Jessie Daniel Arnes-unfortunately achieved only a certain, limited level of public and governmental support. Others,
including Kester, laid the groundwork for post-war activists to
improve race relations by adopting more militant tactics to attack
the problems of segregation and lynching. In recent years, historians such as John Egerton have drawn attention to the civil rights
movement that existed in the South before the better-known mass
movement of the 1950s and 1960s.~Participants of this movement
in the two decades prior to the Brown u. Board decision and the
Montgomery bus boycott included college professors, social justice-minded lawyers, and ministers as well as anti-industrialist cooperative farming advocates, Socialist fellow-travelers, and
second-phase Communist internationalists. And of course, by this
time, the NAACP had been active for several decades in a national
campaign to achieve legal redress for racial discrimination and
acts of vigilantism. Like its descendent, this earlier movement
sought voting rights and an end to institutionalized segregation, as
well as more immediate goals such asjob security and better wages,
the right to organize, and greater legal protection from lynching.
As a leading figure in the radical vanguard of the movement,
Howard Kester's investigation into the lynching of Claude Neal on
behalf of the NAACP was part of the 1930s struggle for civil rights
3.
4.

5.

George C. Rable, "The South and the Politics of Antilynching Legislation,
1920-1940,"TheJournal of Southern History, 51 (May 1985): 201-220.
James Agee and Walker Evans, Let Us brow Praise Famous Men: Three Tenant
Families (New York: Houghton MiMin, 2001), 7.
Egerton, Speak Now Against the Day; Dunbar, Against the Grain.
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in the South. Kester's experience in Marianna shaped his work in
nationally significant organizations like the Southern Tenant
Farmers' Union. It is also important to note that concerned citizens, as individuals or as members of social organizations, also
expressed their distress over the lynching in published articles and
in letters mailed to Governor Sholtz. Their willingness to express
their sentiments openly illustrates the discourse undertaken by a
vocal minority of liberal and progressive southerners who
embraced the possibility of social reform.
The historical literature on black-white relations in the South
has been dominated, understandably, by slavery, segregation, and
the tumultuous and iconic events of the civil rights era. In their
analyses of the post-bellum South, the seminal work of C. Vann
Woodward and Howard Rabinowitz concentrated on the legal and
political manifestations of racism. In the first significant synthesis
of southern race relations published after Woodward, Joel
Williamson argued in Crucible of Race that the political and social
crises at the turn of century informed the particularly violent and
coercive racism of the region. Williamson's work signaled the
beginning of greater attention to the social issues than had been
the case for earlier scholarship on segregation.6 Published during
the 1980s,just as psycho-sexual analysis and gender theory gained
more traction in southern history broadly, scholars such as
Williamson linked masculinity, and the white southern male determination to preserve it, with the more egregious episodes of
racism that included the willing participation of white men from
various backgrounds in ritualistic killing and its rationalization.'
In Williamson's wake, W. Fitzhugh Brundage tackled the intricacies of lynching while the interconnections of gender, race, and
power found eloquent jurists in Glenda Gilmore's Gender &Jim
Crow, Laura Edwards's Gendered Strife & Confusion, and Grace
Hale's Making Whitene~s.~Stewart E. Tolnay and E. M. Beck

6.

7.
8.

Joel Williamson, The Crucible of Race: Black-WhiteRelations in the Ammican South
since Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984); Raymond
Arsenault, "The South," in Stephen J. Whitfield, ed., A Companion to 2U"Centuq America (Malden, MA.: Blackwell, 2004), 141-162,152.
James Beeby and Donald G. Nieman, "The Rise of Jim Crow, 1880-1920,"in
John B. Boles, ed., A Companion to American South (Malden, M.A.: Blackwell,
2002), 336347,339.
W. Fitzhugh Brundage, Lynching in the New South: Georgia and Virginia, 18801930 (Urbana, I.L.: University of Illinois Press, 1993); Glenda Gilmore, Gender
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explored the ways in which the white elite and lower class united
as arbiters of the borders between the races and in defense of cultural delineations of gender. This blurring of otherwise apparent
social distinctions, is crucial when exploring the ritualization and
communal aspects of lynching.g Likewise, essential to an understanding of lynching in the Jim Crow South is the acknowledgement that although acts of individualized and mass violence were
often arbitrary facets of the precarious living situations of African
Americans, they were also commonplace and widespread, as made
evident by Charles Payne in I've Got the Light to Freedom, his account
of Malcom Wright's murder in 1949, the tenuous nature of Black
life in Mississippi, and the dangers of civil rights activism.1°
Southern white citizen action to combat lynching, however
neglected by historians in the past, has received some measure of
attention in recent years, notably through the revised understanding of Jesse Daniel Ames. In addition, David Godshalk has brought
to light the sincere and impassioned anti-lynching work during
1906 and 1907 by William J. Northern, a former governor of
Georgia, Confederate veteran, and committed segregationist.
Northern's efforts, inspired in large measure by a "lost cause" sense
of moral obligation and a patriarchal fear of social and class chaos,
contrasts in nearly every regard from the work of later activists such
as Kester. The seventy-one year-old Northern's unprecedented
campaign-visiting churches and conventions in more than ninety
counties to advocate interracial, voluntary cooperation in the face
of the demagoguery and race-baiting that had sparked the Atlanta
riot-foreshadowed
the fervent, albeit complex, opposition to

&Jim Crow: Women and Politics of White Supremag i n *Vorth Carolina, 1 8 9 6 1920
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996); Laura Edwards,
Gendered Strife c
3 Confusion: the Political Culture of Reconstruction (Urbana, I.L.:
University of Illinois Press, 1997); Grace Elizabeth Hale, Making Whiteness: the
Culture of Segregation in the South, 1890-1940 (New York: Pantheon, 1998).
9. Stewart E. Tolnay and E. M. Beck, Festival of Lynching: A n Anahsis of Southern
Lynchings, 1882-1930 (Urbana, I.L.: University of Illinois Press, 1995) ; David
F. Godshalk, "William J. Northern's Public and Private Struggles Against
Lynching," in Jane Dailey, Glenda Gilmore, Bryant Simon, eds., Jumpin'Jim
Crow: Southern Politics from Civil War to Civil Rights (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2000, 140-161), 147.
10. Chares Payne, I've Got the Light to Freedom: the Organizing Tradition and the
Mississippi Freedom Struggle (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1995);
Charles W. McKinney, Jr. and Rhonda Jones, '3im Crowed-Emancipation
Betrayed: African Americans Confront the Veil" in Alton Hornsby, ed., A
Companion to African American H i s t q (MaIden, M.A.:BIackwelI, 2005), 271-282.
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lynching by native southerners still to come. Finally, it is important
to recognize the anti-lynching activism of African Americans such
as Ida B. Wells, W.E.B. DuBois, and T. Thomas Fortune, who spoke
out at considerable risk to their lives."
As the specter of lynching hung over the whole of the South
during the Jim Crow era, Florida had the highest rate of lynchings
per capita of any state.12 However, the frequency and horrific
nature of the despicable crimes remains rarely addressed in detail
by scholars or understood by the public at large. There are,
nonetheless, valuable treatments to be found. Lynching and vigilante violence inflicted on African Americans, labor organizers,
immigrants, and suspected communists and socialists were readily
applied methods of social, economic, and political coercion
employed by mobs and public authorities from Miami to Tampa
and west through the panhandle. Indeed, the expanding historical
picture of Florida in the first half of the twentieth century is replete
with notorious examples of extralegal violence against workers in
the cigar factories and sprawling industrial farms.13 Jack Davis's
analysis of the lynching of Jesse James Payne offers a careful and
persuasive look at a relatively late lynching of October 1945 in
Madison County. Although the lynching of Payne took place nearly a decade after the epidemic of economically inspired ritual lynchings that spread across the South during the 1920s and 1930s had
reached its zenith, it exhibited many of the same characteristics. In
addition to the familiar pattern of political denial and rationalization of private vigilantism, like lynchings elsewhere, the killing
resulted, in part, as an act of revenge after an economic dispute and
as preemption in the face of possible governmental intervention.
11. Godshalk, "William J. Northern's Public and Private Struggles Against
Lynching." For works on African American activists, see Leon F. Linvack,
Trouble in Mind: Black Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1998); Linda 0 . McMurry, To Keep the Waters Troubled: The Life of Ida B.
Wells (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998).
12. Jack Davis, "'Whitewash in Florida': The Lynching of Jesse James Payne and
Its Aftermath," The Florida Historical QuartmZy 68 (January 1990): 277-298,280.
13. Robert P. Ingalls, Urban Vigilantes in the Arm South: Tampa, 1882-1936
(Gainesville, F.L.: University Press of Florida, 1993); Jerrel H. Shofner,
"Communists, Klansman, and the CIO in Florida Citrus Industry," TheFZorida
Historical QuarterI,! 71 (January 1993): 300-309; For the latest treatment of
racial and labor violence in New South Florida, see Paul Ortiz, Emancipation
Betrayed: the Hidden Histo9 of Black Organizing and Whzte Violence in Florida porn
Reconstmction to the Bloody Ekction of 1920 (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2005).
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After barely escaping a murder attempt following the demand for
unjust debt repayment, Payne was pursued by a posse organized by
his landlord, Levy Goodman, under the false premise that Payne
has assaulted the man's five-year old daughter-but only after he
had threatened to seek government assistance in their financial disagreement. Like Claude Neal, Payne was held for an extended
period before falling into the hands of a lynch mob. Also, as in
Neal's case, after a national outcry erupted, Governor Millard
Caldwell downplayed the significance of the murder.14
The most extensive work on the Claude Neal lynching was
done by James McGovern in a detailed and authoritatively
researched monograph, Anatomy of a Lynching, which analyzed the
legal issues surrounding the lynching and riot, and the actions by
Governor Sholtz. Although McGovern acknowledged the work
and concerns of social activists, and gave special attention to
Kester's investigation, he did not address the response to the
Claude Neal lynching as part of a larger, national campaign for
social reform. Significantly, the partisan sympathies of individuals
were mentioned only in passing. Walter Howard, McGovern's collaborator, also wrote extensively on the Neal lynching. Howard
placed the lynching in socia1 context, viewing it both as part of a
longer trend of vigilante violence in Florida and the South and the
result of endemic social and economic factors. Although
Howard's cultural and social analysis was superficial his work provided a very useful description of the details of the lynching. His
identification of the lynching as an event that cannot be accurately considered as an isolated phenomenon and his recognition of
economic factors, for example, consulting census data and tax
records to assess the livelihood of Greenwood farmers, were
important additions to the story. My own work utilizes many of the
same sources first used by McGovern and Howard to draw more
explicit connections between the lynching and the activities of
southern liberal and leftist social activists, and to offer an analysis
of the lynching as cultural discourse-an area that still begs for
work-by
incorporating more recent scholarship on lynching,
such as the scholarship of W. Brundage Fitzhugh.15
14. Davis, Whitewash in Florida," 277.
15. James R. McGovern, Anatotnj of a Lynching: The Killing of Claude Neal (Baton
Rouge, L.A.: Louisiana State University, 1982); Walter T. Howard, Lynchings:
Extralegal Violence in EZmd
' a During the 1930s (Cranbury, NJ.: Associated
Universit). Presses, 1995); Brundage, Lynching in the New South.
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Thousands of black men and women were lynched in the
South in the first eighty years after the Civil War. And each lynching was the result of unique .and complex cultural, economic,
social, and political factors. Many observers were well aware that
worsening economic conditions were a contributing cause to
increased lynching, which by the end of the 1930s were becoming
more common as the Depression deepened. Anti-lynching crusader Jessie Daniel Arnes described the reversal of the trend of decline
in lynching seen during the 1920s succinctly: "Prosperity had gone,
lynchings were back."16 However, as prominent historian of postCivil War African-American history, Leon Litwack, has pointed out,
the conventional wisdom that the people who participated in lynch
mobs were almost exclusively poor, uneducated whites is inaccurate. Litwack contends that although lower-class whites often
made up the majority of lynch mobs, participants came from both
the highest and lowest levels of southern white society.
Furthermore, contrary to the notion that lynchings were simply
grotesque spectacles, shunned by mainstream southern society,
Litwack points out that newspapers and other media outlets were
often complicit, if not directly supportive, of lynchings through
their reporting and publicizing of the incidents. In addition, the
increasingly common usage of cameras helped memorialize lynchings, capturing the "self-righteousness that animated the events."
(Many photographs and postcards from the period were dutifully
collected by the NAACP as an integral aspect of their ongoing
effort to end lynching.) Whether perpetrated by small groups pursuing what they saw as revenge, or by massive mobs engaging in
ecstatic, ritualistic glorifications of violence, or tumultuous explosions of anxious class gestalt, white southerners enforced their
racial, social, and economic superiority through lynching.
Varying only in degrees of torture and brutality, these
execution rituals were acted out in every part of the South
. . . Even an accurate body count of black lynching victims
could not possibly reveal how hate and fear transformed
ordinary white men and women into mindless murderers
and sadistic torturers, or the savagery that, with increasingly regularity characterized assaults on black men and
16. Jessie Daniel Arnes, The Changing Character of Lynching Revim of Lynching,
1931-1941, with a Discussion of Recent Developmnts in this Field (Atlanta:
Commission on Interracial Cooperation, 1942), 1.
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women in the name of restraining their savagery and
depravity. Nothing so dramatically or forcefully underscored the cheapness of black life in the south.17
The resurgence of lynchings after 1929 and the various social,
political, and cultural confrontations suggest that the Great
Depression cannot be examined as a purely economic phenomenon-the longest and perhaps most extensive ebb in the American
cyclical pattern of boom and bust. Likewise, the racial and social
developments during the period cannot be fully understood apart
from the national and international economic downturn. This
study does not aspire to give the history of labor in North Florida
or Jackson County, but the story of the lynching of Claude Neal
offers an opportunity to explore the connection between the progressive and leftist fight for justice and equality and lynching-a
practice which can be seen as both a pattern of ongoing vigilantism and interracial hostility, and which possessed unique characteristics resultant from regional and cultural variations.
The manifestation of racist ideologies in the United States,
likewise, is a complex construction of economic, social, and cultural variables and should never be reduced to simple economic
determinism and class conflict. As the former leading Marxist historian of the New Left, Eugene Genovese once stated, "The cornplexity and difficulty of the race problem are . . . obscured by the
tendency to see black people in America simply as an exploited
class or, even more confusingly, as one of a number of ethnic
groups all of which capitalism has oppressed in various ways.
American blacks constitute not so much a class as a nation, and
their experience in the United States has been unique." Genovese
asserted that a particular set of circumstances produced in
America an especially "virulent and dangerous form of racism." l8
Furthermore, American Marxists and non-Marxists alike underestimated the historical and cultural depth, as well as the viciousness,
of racism. Although economic factors were clearly visible in the
lynching of Claude Neal, lynching cannot be seen only as a mechanism of class oppression.
17. Leon F. Litwack, in introduction to James Alien, Hilton Als, Congessman
John Lewis, and Leon F. Lihvack, Without Sanctuaq: Lynching Photography i n
America (Santa Fe, N.M.: Twin Palms Publishers, 2000, 10-12.
18. Eugene Genovese, I n Red and Black: Mamian Explorations in Southern and AJ;e
Amen'can Histmy (New York: Pantheon Books, 1971), 5657.
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The Great Depression and the New Deal allowed social reformers and politicians to introduce a number of theories as to the origin of the nation's economic woes and espouse possible solutions.
This was especially true of the South, where, by the end of the
decade, liberal reformers were numerous enough to form broad,
interstate groups that could directly affect national policy. For
instance, the Southern Policy Commission, which had a great influence in the production of the President's report on the economic
conditions of the South, was the idea of Francis Pickens Miller, a
member of the liberal, internationalist Washington-based Foreign
Policy Association. Miller, like Kester, was the product of a Virginia
Presbyterian upbringing, had worked for religiously inspired organizations such as the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA),
and was imbued with the Social Gospel, reflecting the ideas of
activist Christianity in all of his efforts during the period.Ig
Since her resurrection from historical obscurity by Jacquelyn
Dowd Hall, Jessie Daniel Ames has become one of the more widely recognized, morally inspired southern activists of the time.
Ames said that if the South would be saved from more racial violence and bloodshed, "it will be because sane white Southerners
begin to work for, as well as talk for, the principles of Democracy"20
Arnes was a suffragist and civil rights activists who served as director of the Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of
Lynching (ASWPL) from 1930 to 1942. Originally from Texas, she
and her mother formed a county suffrage organization in 1916.
Ames was extremely active in the movement that won the right to
vote in primary elections for women in that state and she became
the first president of the Texas League of Women Voters. In 1924
she took her first paid position with the Commission on Interracial
Cooperation and moved to Atlanta to head up the commission's
women's division. Beginning in 1930 she devoted most of her time
and energy to the ASWPL and the fight against
19. David L. Carlton and Peter A. Coclanis, eds, Confronting Southern Poverty in the
Great D@ession: the Rq6art on the Economic Conditions of the South with Related
Documents (New York: Bedford Books, 1996), 11.
20. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, Reuolt Against Chiual9:Jessie Daniel Ames and the lliomen's
Campaign Against Lynching (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina
Press, 1993) ; Ames, Changing Charactm, x.
21. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, "Live Through Time: Second Thoughts on Jessie Daniel
Ames,"pgs. 140-158in The ChaIlap ofFernin& Bwpaphy: Writingthe Lives @Modem
American Women, Sara Alpern, Joyce Antler, Elisabeth Perry Israels, and Ingrid
Winther Scobie, eds. (Urbana, I.L.: Universiy of Illinois Press, 1992), 14G142.
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Although marginalized in standard histories of the anti-lynching and early civil rights movements, Ames was at the center of an
effort to change the terms by which lynching was conceived and is
important to our presentday understanding of the intersection of
gender and race in the study of lynching. Ames continued her
efforts to achieve voting rights and integration in the South until
her ability to mobilize support was curtailed after a newer generation of civil rights activists deemed her work too conservative and
she became too physically weakened by old age to care for herself.
Like Kester and many other southern activists, Ames was also religiously inspired and relied on affiliation with religious institutions
and organizations in her efforts. She was raised Methodist and
attended a Methodist college, and along with her sister and her
mother, with whom she began her career in social activism, was a
Methodist church worker.
The ASWPL's "ability to effect grass-roots change depended on
a network of Methodist women's missionary associations." Hall
contends that by "blending the evangelical impulse with the secular
leverage of the vote," Arnes was able to convince southern women
to use their influence as mothers, community members, and voters
to combat lynching. In Arnes's rhetorical contribution, "she sought
to demystify and defuse the language through which white southerners expressed their racial fears and asserted their racial power.
The black rapist, the chaste but vulnerable white lady, and her alter
ego, the wanton black woman-these representations explained
and justified racial practices ranging from segregation to extralegal
violence." The ASWPL set out to challenge these socially powerful
ideas. "In place of the black rapist as symbol of disorder, the association placed a white man-a lyncher of innocent black men, a fornicator, an exploiter of powerless black women."22
While largely middle-class organizations such as the ASWPL
organized against lynching, Howard Kester and other southern
radicals also confronted the issue as an integral aspect of the struggle to achieve social justice and equality in the South. The act of
investigating instances of lynching and attempting to present
details to authorities and the American public constituted an
important part of this work. Adverse public opinion towards lynching was one factor activists such as Ames believed could most effectively prevent lynching, or at least make communities less likely to
22. Hall, "Live Through Time," 140-142.
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condone the practice and protect the perpetrators. The small but
perceptible change in local opinion already apparent by the end of
the 1930s, Arnes observed, "may be maintained and increased by
continuing to investigate every lynching and every ruthless murder
of a Negro by citizens, officers, or posses, and to give the facts to
the people of the state and county where the act is ~ o m m i t t e d . " ~ ~
As Executive Director of the ASWPL, Ames was very interested
in Governor Sholtz's publicly stated commitment to prevent lynching, expressing her approval of the sentiment and the capacity of
sincere governance to effect change.
You assured [the Florida Council for the Prevention of
Lynching] that while you were governor of Florida there
would be no lynching if you had hours to get troops to the
scene of the disturbance and that the law gives you sufficient power to apprehend and punish lynchers which you
would use to the utmost if a lynching should occur in
Florida during your administration. You by your own
words have the power to show the country what one determined chief executive of a state can do to uphold the dignity of the law under all condition^.^^
Whether Sholtz meant his commitment or not is open to debate,
but antilynching activists certainly saw it as an opportunity to pressure a high-ranking official. Arnes and the Florida Council showed
their eagerness to use that chance in their reaction to a lynching
in Tampa earlier in 1934. But when Walter White pressured the
governor to support the Wagner-Costigan antilynching bill, Sholtz
avoided any commitment to action while simultaneously stating his
unequivocal vow to stop the practice-through the power of the
state. In a letter to White he declared: "I am unalterably opposed
to lynching and shall use the full powers of my office at all times to
bring about the proper punishment of those guilty of this unlawful
practice."25
It was in the context of increased lynching activity and public
pressure to end the practice that events in Marianna unfolded. The
23. Ames, Changing Character, 7.
24. Telegram,Jessie Daniel Ames to Governor David Sholtz, 30 January 1934, and
telegram, Mrs. William P. Cornell to Gov. David Sholtz, 30 January 1934,
Governor David Sholtz Papers, box 73, folder 7. Florida State Archives,
Tallahassee, Florida. Cited below as Scholtz Papers.
25. Governor David Sholtz to Walter White, 15 February 1934, Sholtz Papers.
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lynching of Neal on October 26th was precipitated by the murder of
Lola Cannidy, the daughter of a poor independent farmer in the
town of Greenwood, Florida, eight days earlier. According to the
report produced by Jackson County Sheriff, Flake Chambliss,
Cannidy left home the day of October lgth at noon to go to the
water pump south of the family farm and never returned. Neal, a
hired hand who worked for the Cannidys and had known Lola and
the Cannidy family since childhood, had also gone to the south
field in the late afternoon, and returned home two hours later.
There he changed his clothes, which his mother washed for him,
and left. He spent the night in the corn crib of another local
farmer, John Daniels, for whom he also worked. Lola's body was
found the next morning near the pump. At the site Sheriff
Chambliss discovered two pieces of evidence which he linked to
Neal-a piece of cloth that was fitted into Neal's shirt immediately
and a small piece of metal later matched to Neal's pocket watch.26
As word spread of Lola Cannidy's murder and crowds began to
congregate near the Cannidy home and in Marianna, it became
clear that Claude Neal would be lynched. Networks of activists
sprang into action in a failed effort to prevent what they recognized would be a brutal murder. The NAACP petitioned the governor for protection for Neal's mother and aunt who were also in
police custody. On the day of the lynching, Mrs. William P.
Cornell, the state chairman of the ASWPL, telegraphed the governor nearly three and a half hours before the mob acted and
warned him that the prospect of the anticipated lynching was "too
horrible to contemplate." She pleaded with Sholtz, "won't you call
out the troops? Remember your words . . ." Earlier in the day
William Alexander, director of the Commission on Interracial
Cooperation, wired the governor with the details of the planned
lynching and "urgently requested [that Sholtz] take all possible
steps to avert this threatened crime.'' Their pleas went unanswered
and Claude Neal, guilty or not, received all the cruelty and humiliation any lynch mob could have desired. The state militia arrived
in Jackson County the following day, in order to maintain order
and prevent any escalation of the violence. 27
26. Telegram, Governor David Sholtz to Sheriff Flake Chambliss, 27 October
1934 and W. F. Chambliss to Honorable David Sholtz, 31 October 1934,
Sholtz Papers.
27. NAACP to Sholtz, 21 October 1934; Mrs. W.P. Cornell to Sholtz, 26 October
1934; Will Alexander to Sholtz, 26 October 1934, Sholtz Papers.
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When Walter White summoned Kester to go to Marianna in
the days following the lynching and riot, Kester had recently
returned from southeast Arkansas. There he had made contact
with former colleagues from Vanderbilt University and local
Socialist organizers who had helped local farmers organize the
Southern Tenant Farmers Union. In addition, Kester had established an organization of homegrown religious leaders committed to progressive change and racial equality, the Younger
Churchman of the South, and was immersed in planning a conference for that organization on the theme "Religion and the
Struggle for Social Justice" to take place in the first week of
December, just over a month after he left for ~ l o r i d a The
. ~ ~year
before, he had spent months assisting coal miners in an unsuccessful strike marked by ruthlessness on the part of Wilder,
Tennessee, mine owners and local authorities. That same year
he had investigated a lynching for the NAACP in Alabama. His
experiences convinced him of the need for immediate and dramatic change in Southern society and the reasonableness of radical reactions in the face of horrific conditions and imminent
physical danger. By 1934, social activists across the spectrum considered Kester to be one of the most knowledgeable and committed students of racial injustice in the South. Although still a
young man, having just turned thirty, he had years of experience
with the YMCA, one of the most progressive organizations of the
day. He was frequently asked to conduct seminars and present
talks on the role of race in southern class conflict and economic
deprivation. He would later be called to testify before the United
States Congress and the President's Commission on Poverty and
the South. 29
Howard Anderson Kester grew up in Lynchburg, Virginia, in a
time and at a place where segregationwas an unquestioned institution
and lynching happened often enough to be the subject of town gos-

28. Howard Kester, letter for mass mailing, 29 October 1934, Howard A. Kester
Papers, 1923-1972 (Southern Historical Collection, University of North
Carolina Library, Chapel Hill, N.C.; Glen Rock, N.J.: Microfilming
Corporation of America, 1973, cited below as HK Papers), reel 4.
29. Robert H. Craig, Religion and Radical Politics: An Alternative Christian Tradition
in the United States (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992), 132, and
Robert F. Martin, "A Prophet's Pilgrimage: The Religious Radicalism of
Howard Anderson Kester, 1921-1941," TheJournal ofsouthern History 48, no. 4
(1982): 512-514.
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Howard Kester standing with two unidentified striking mine workers in Wilder,
Tennessee, 1933. Before heading to Florida at the behest of Walter White, Kester
and his wife, Alice, had spent the previous year coordinating relief efforts and
fundraising for the ill-fated coal miners' strike. Photo courtesy of the Howard Kester
Papers, Southern Historical Collection, Wilson Libra% Uniuersity of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, NC.

sip and picture postcards. His father, although born Quaker, had
been a member of the Ku Klux Klan before eventually becoming a
well-respected member of the Presbyterian Church, and his mother
was the daughter of an antebellum plantation overseer. Throughout
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his childhood Kester expected to enter the Presbyterian ministry and
at seventeen he won a scholarship from the Presbyterian Church and
was admitted to Lynchburg College.30 As a young man, Kester had
been instilled with conservative social ideas and a fixndamentalist religious conviction, but while attending college he increasingly became
"fraternalistic in racial views, neoarthodox in religion, and socialistic
in economic and political theory."31
Kester began his career in the struggle for socialjustice as director of European Student Relief in the South. In that role he traveled
the region, visiting universities and meeting fellow Christian students,
black and white, and came to understand that real interracial interaction must replace white paternalism if there could be any hope of solving the complex problems of race relations. Also, while still in school
in Lynchburg, Kester began to consider the economic inequities present throughout the region. During a summer pastorate in the rough
coal-mining town of Thunnond, West Virginia, Kester saw the failure
of Christians to fight for the welfare of all people even as workers suffered under the unrestrained policies of mine management and ownership. He sided with the miners in their dispute against the express
wishes of his superiors in the church and never held another
Presbyterian appointment. Kester next pursued his increasingly liberal beliefs through the YMCA where he became part of a vocal rninority of white members who wanted to end the organization's
segregation, and remained an active member for the rest of his life.
He served as president of the YMCA chapter at Lynchburg College,
and through his work with the organization he also established a longlasting and valuable relationship with prominent black leaders such as
George Washington Carver. Kester met his wife, Alice Harris, a developing social activist in her own right, at a YMCA ~ o n f e r e n c e . ~ ~
Kester entered seminary at Vanderbilt University in 192'7, the
same year he became the youth secretary for the Fellowship of
Reconciliation (FOR), an international pacifist organization through
which he was able to speak out for industrial and racial justice
throughout the nation. After initially finding himself dissatisfied with
seminary studies, he decided to focus on his activism and became the
FOR'Sfirst secretary for the southern region. In that role Kester trav30. Martin, Howard Kester and the Struggle for Social Justice; H K Papers, correspondence, 1921-1934.
31. Martin, "A Prophet's Pilgrimage," 513.
32. Craig, Relipon and Radical Politics, 132-134, and Robert F. Martin, "AProphet's
Pilgrimage," 515-518.
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eled extensively around the South, held interracial conferences
speaking before blacks and hostile whites, and tried in vain to reach
mostly indifferent white ministers.33 In 1929, Kester returned to
Vanderbilt to study under Alva Taylor, an adherent of the Social
Gospel. While under Taylor's tutelage Kester first met many of the
religious social activists with whom he would work closely over the
next ten years, including his classmates Ward Rodgers and Claude
Williams." In Nashville Kester began his affiliation with the Socialist
Party. He became a Party member in 1931when he and Alice formed
a Nashville local, and ran unsuccessfully for Congress the next year.35
As Southern Director of FOR, Kester combined his political
radicalism with missionary social reform, and through FOR, he
developed strong friendships and working relationships with
Norman Thomas, national leader of the Socialist Party, and
Reinhold Niebuhr, a prominent and socially influential American
theologian. As part of his duties with FOR, he and his wife traveled
to Wilder, Tennessee, where they took on the challenge of distributing what aid was available and ministering to the needs of the
strikers through the bitterly cold winter months of 1932. After the
president of the nascent United Mine Workers of America local,
Barney Graham, was shot and killed in April by mine guards, the
resolve of the other strikers crumbled. Kester and others presented the Wilder story at the Continental Congress on Economic
Reconstruction in Washington, D.C., but it was too late, and Kester
saw first hand how dangerous and desperate efforts to fight economic exploitation in the South could be." Kester's experience in
Wilder made him more open in espousing his increasingly radical
beliefs, a change which led to his dismissal as southern secretary of
the FOR. Reinhold Niebuhr and other sympathizers who wished
to provide support for Kester's work formed the Committee on
Economic and Racial Justice (CERJ) to fund Kester as a freelance
social activist and help publicize and support his other initiative^.^'
33. Craig, Religion and Radical Politics, 134, and Martin, "A Prophet's Pilgrimage,"
51 6.
34. Craig, 132-134; Martin, Howard Kester and the Struggle for SocialJustice, 27-29.
35. Howard A. Kester, "Radical Prophets:A History of the Fellowship of Southern
Churchmen,"quoted in Martin, "A Prophet's Pilgrimage,"515-525.
36. Dunbar, 1-15.
37. "AnnualReport of Howard Kester, Southern Secretary,Annual Conference of
the Fellowship of Reconciliation, October 1933," Howard Kester Papers, 1,
quoted in Martin, "A Prophet's Pilgrimage," 521; Martin, "A Prophet's
Pilgrimage,"51 2-22.
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In his letter of invitation sent to potential participants in the
Younger Churchman of the South conference just days before he
left Nashville for Marianna, Kester made his sense of imminent
change in the South clear: "We have come to one of those
supreme moments in history when many of the ideas and institutions which served our fathers are no longer adequate for our day
and are breaking to pieces before the restive and turbulent forces
in our midst."38 He hoped to attract at least 150 delegates to the
Chattanooga conference including Reinhold Niebuhr and
Norman Thomas, and promised his associates, "the conference
will be interracial and left." Kester assured Thomas, who was
scheduled to give an address on "Religion and the Class
Struggle," that nearly all of the seminary students and clergymen
attending were socialist^.^^
Kester was already stretched thin at the time of the Neal
lynching. In addition to his intermittent work as a NAACP
investigator and his service as Secretary of CERJ, he had
attended or contributed to no less than seventeen conferences
and organizations in the year before. In his own words, he had
kept "in close touch with the development of the radical movement in the South" and endeavored "to lend a hand wherever
possible." Other ministers and social organizers, such as
Kester's friend from Vanderbilt, Claude Williams, asked for
Kester's help. Williams was serving as a pastor in Paris,
Arkansas, and wanted Kester to come there to give a talk on
"What it means to be a Negro in the U.S." Writing to Jim
Dombrowski, of the Highlander Folk School, Kester expressed
his regret that he would not be able to meet with him any soone r as they planned the Conference. He hoped to see him after
he returned from Marianna. Nevertheless, he stopped to
recruit participants and discuss the business of Christian
activism along the way in Atlanta and in Thomasville, Georgia,
where he also obtained information and names of possible
friendly contacts in the South Georgia/North Florida area
from a sympathetic Presbyterian minister. Kester included
apologies in a flurry of correspondence to all of his many contacts around the country, informing those who could be trust38. Howard Kester, letter for mass mailing, 29 October 1934, HK Papers.
39. Kester to Louise McLaren, underline in original, 30 October 1934; Kester to
Norman Thomas, 30 October 1934, HK Papers.
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ed with the information that he had to go hurriedly to
Marianna for the NAACP "on the quiet."40
Upon his arrival, Kester's investigation uncovered clear evidence that Claude Neal's lynching had been both planned by the
perpetrators and anticipated by local authorities. When Neal was
arrested a building mob spirit was already perceptible to Sheriff
Chambliss, who was at the Cannidy home at the time. In recognition of the incendiary situation, the sheriff ordered Neal to be
taken to Chipley, Florida, twenty miles from the Greenwood community. After a crowd gathered in Chipley, Neal was tranferred to
Panama City, and then by boat to Pensacola. According to sources
Kester spoke to in Marianna, prominent businessman had
arranged to be notified when Neal was removed from Pensacola.
When Neal was taken next across state lines to Brewton, Alabama,
210 miles from Marianna, vigilantes in Jackson County quickly
received word and several carloads of men immediately left
Marianna for Alabama. More than a 100 men, who arrived in thirty cars, nearly all with Florida plates, stormed the Brewton jail
between two and three in the morning. After threatening to tear
down the building if Neal was not turned over, leaders of the mob
reportedly informed the police officer at the jail that they would be
taking Neal to Marianna to give him to Cannidy's father. Soon
after Claude Neal was arrested, his mother Annie Smith, and aunt
Sallie Smith were also taken to the Chipley jail and charged as
accomplices. The lynch mob stormed the jail there and demanded
custody of the two women, but they were removed to Pensacola for
their own safety. Held in police custody for a number of weeks, the
two women were eventually released and cleared of all charges.41
Over the course of the 26", news spread by word of mouth and
through local media across southeastern Alabama and northern
Florida that a lynching would occur in Greenwood that night and
inviting all area whites to attend. Kester spoke with three separate
witnesses who confirmed having heard an announcement of the
lynching transmitted by a radio station in Dothan, Alabama. The
leaders of the mob, fearing the possibility that the growing and
40. Howard Kester Resume in 1934, HK Papers; Claude Williams to Kester, HK
Papers, 11 October 1934; Kester to Jim Dombro.rvski, 30 October 1934, HK
Papers; Kester to h s l e y Moore, 30 October 1934, HK Papers. See John M.
Glen, Highlander: No Ordinary School, 1932-1962 (Lexington: University Press
of Kentucky, 1988).
41. "The Lynching of Claude Neal," NAACP Report, 7.
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increasingly inebriated crowd might get out of control, decided to
remove Neal to a more isolated spot in the woods, near the water
pump where the original crime had presumably taken place.
Witnesses reported that Neal was tortured for some ten to
twelve hours before dying. One member of the lynching party
relayed to Kester the details "in all its ghastliness," which he
recorded verbatim, and later corroborated before compiling his
NAACP report. This account has been reprinted in numerous
studies on lynching, but it bears repeating because of the significance this section had in dramatizing the affair in the pamphlet
eventually published by the NAACP and because of the similarity
of details to other lynchings between 1880 and 1935.
"After taking the nigger to the woods about four miles
from Greenwood they cut off his penis. He was made to
eat it. Then they cut off his testicles and made him eat
them and say he liked it." I gathered that this barbarous
act consumed considerable time and that other means of
torture were used from time to time on Neal. "Then they
sliced his sides and stomach with knives and every now and
then somebody would cut off a finger or toe. Red hot irons
were used on the nigger to burn him from top to bottom."
From time to time during the torture a rope would be tied
around Neal's neck and he was pulled up over a limb and
held there until he almost choked to death when he would
be let down and the torture begin all over again. After several hours of this unspeakable torture, "they decided to
just kill him."42
Neal's dead body was dragged behind a car and left in front
of the Cannidy home in Greenwood. Eventually a crowd assembled there numbering in the several thousands, including many
children, as the lynching became a social event, drawing people
from nearly every southern state and every surrounding community. Although the large gathering, paradoxically termed a "well
organized mob" in the accounts published in the Marianna Daily
Times-Courier, were denied the "ringside seats'' for the lynching,
they were able to view the body and participate in the postmortem mutilation. Men, women, and children not only

42. Howard Kester, Original draft of NAACP Report, HK Papers, 4.
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HOU'ARD
KESTERAND THE LYNCHING
OF CLAUDE
NEAL 23
observed the dead man but drove over the body in their cars, shot
it, kick it, stabbed it with knives, and poked it with sharpened
sticks. Sometime after midnight, the mob then took the mutilated corpse eleven miles to Marianna. There they hanged Neal's
corpse from a tree at the northeast corner of the courthouse
square, where he was finally cut down around 8:30 the next morning. Some citizens of Jackson claimed to have bits of the fingers
and toes that had been cut from Neal's body, which they exhibited at local businesses. And similar to many other lynchings, hundreds of postcards were quickly made from photographs of the
assembled mob and the hanging corpse and offered for purchase
as souvenirs. Still not satisfied, the mob, "to be appeased, burned
Neal's shack to the ground."43
The Associated Press was aware of the scheduled lynching and
even knew that the body would be taken to the father of Lola
Cassidy near Greenwood. Walter White was able to wire Sholtz
well before the event to express his concern. According to White,
the Dothan, Alabama, newspaper, The Eagle, had provided information about the location where Neal was being held in preparation for that night's events. White pleaded with Sholtz, expressing
to him the moral outrage of activists across the nation and telling
the governor that "every decent person North and South" was
looking to him "to take every possible step to avoid this disgrace
upon the state of F l ~ r i d a . " ~The
~ NAACP and anti-lynching
activists around the nation were highly attuned to the increasing
rate of lynching and the possibility of further occurrences, as well
as the outspoken stance against vigilante violence in Florida and
lynching specifically that Sholtz had made clear less than a year
before. White and others were poised to put political pressure on
the state and federal governments. Even before the lynching
occurred, and certainly in the months afterward, the Neal lynching aided activists in their cause.
Some of the leading black citizens of Marianna were decidedly more circumspect in their statements. Black community
spokesman took pains to apologize for the crimes of Neal, to
express both their understanding of the passions that led to lynching, and their desire to resume peaceful relations with the whites
of Jackson County. John Curry wrote a letter to the Marianna
43. Kester, Original draft of NAACP Report, HK Papers, reel 4, pg. 7.
Telegram, Walter White to Sholtz, 26 October 1934, Sholtz Papers.

44.
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Claude Neal was tortured and mutilated before his body was hung from a tree near
the Jackson County courthouse in Marianna. Photograph courtesy of State Libra? and
Archives of M d a , Tallahassee.
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Times Courier addressed to the white citizens, "just to let" them
"know that we good colored citizens ...don't feel no sympathy
toward the nigger." Curry expressed his remorse that "such a fellow in the Race" should act so disrespectfully when he ought to
"stay in his place." He agreed that the whites should do what they
saw "fit to do with him" but hoped that they would not be "hard on
their good servants." A committee of "colored citizens" met and
drafted resolutions condemning the crime and expressing their
sympathies on behalf of the entire black community to the
Cannidy family. They had "utmost confidence in the white citizens" of the county, and hoped that the "friendly and mutual relationships that have so long existed among the white and colored
citizens" of Jackson County would soon be resumed after the interr~ption.~~
Although Sholtz had done nothing to prevent the lynching, on
the following day he wired Sheriff Chambliss and "requested
immediately" that the law officer submit an account of the event.46
The tension of the preceding week still gripped the community.
In the week between Neal's arrest and his lynching, as anticipation
of the lynching had mounted in Marianna, the African-American
residents of Jackson County exhibited increasing caution. By
Saturday the 27th, few blacks ventured out onto the streets of
Marianna, and those who did go into town for work or essential
shopping kept to themselves. Around noon a white man encountered Bud Gammons on the street and hit the black man, who
defended himself by hurling an empty soda bottle at his attacker.
According to witnesses interviewed by Kester, a gathering crowd
"flew into a frenzy.'' The black man freed himself and ran into the
courthouse, where he was given protection by a group of prominent civic leaders, including a circuit judge, Florida Supreme
Court Justice Rivers H. Buford, and a deputy sheriff who held the
mob at bay with a machine gun. Temporarily thwarted, the crowd
eventually disbanded after an hour. However, several smaller
45. John Curry, "Colored Man Writes Anent Recent Crime. Makes Plea that Good
Colored People not be Blamed for Act of Claude Neal," 22 October 1934,
Marianna Times-courier and "Colored Citizens Disapprove Crime," 10 October
1934, Marianna Tim-Courier,as cited in "The Lynching of Claude Neal,"
NAACP Report, 6.
46. Telegram, Governor David Sholtz to Sheriff Flake Chambliss, 27 October
1934 and W. F. Chambliss to Honorable David Sholtz, 31 October 1934,
Sholtz Papers.
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groups formed and began what Kester described as a "systematic
sweep" of the town, driving out all of the blacks and threatening
the police presence against interference. Sheriff Chambliss
reported that the mobs in Marianna were made up mostly of men
from Alabama and Georgia, many of them intoxicated, who were
still in town after the lynching the night before.
Regardless of its demographic constitution, the mobs' behavior suggested dissatisfaction with the local economy. The unruly
groups targeted the black employees of white shop owners. White
employers resisted demands to turn over their black employees.
Some hid their workers in storerooms and defended their businesses at gunpoint. After the mobs had driven as many black from
downtown as they could, they entered residential areas to target
maids working in white households. To add to the confusion and
danger, in nearby Chipley, a deputy was shot and killed by a bank
robbery suspect. Although a lynch mob formed, the Chipley
police were able to prevent the white prisoner from being seized.47
By the afternoon of the 27th the mayor of Marianna, John W.
Burton, realized that the situation was out of control and finally
asked Governor Sholtz to send in the National Guard. Only the
day before Sheriff Chambliss had assured the governor that the
community did not need help to deal with the Neal lynching,
but after violence and property damage threatened all residents,
city and county officials were ready for outside assistance.
Troops were dispatched from Apalachicola and set up patrols in
the streets of Marianna. They were on hand to escort the white
robbery suspect from Chipley to Marianna on Sunday, October
2sth,
without incident. By the end of the day, the crowd had dispersed, although there were a few additional attacks on black
men the following Saturday.48 Mayor Milton, expressing the
confidence and approval of the white citizens of Marianna in the
governor's actions, personally thanked Governor Sholtz for his
"prompt response." While making no mention of Claude Neal
or the events that precipitated the riot, he stated his conviction
that, had the troops not arrived, the "entire negro section would
have gone up in flames" during the events that occurred "without warning."49
47. W. F. Chambliss to Honorable David Sholtz, 31 October 1934, Sholtz Papers.
48. "The Lynching of Claude Neal," NAACP report; W. F. Chambliss to
Honorable David Sholtz, 31 October 1934, Sholtz Papers.
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During his research in Marianna, Kester uncovered intense
competition between whites and blacks for employment. With the
differential between white and black salaries for menial jobs as
much as three dollars a week, the depression had seen ever greater
numbers of blacks employed in drug stores and markets, and as
porters, restaurant servers, domestic servants, and farm labor. As
the depression deepened in North Florida, employers who gave
work to blacks instead of whites had been boycotted or threatened
. The lynching, according to local observers, was a "surface eruption" of tensions that had been simmering for months, if not years.
Eyewitnesses told Kester that the rioters sought to scare blacks
away from their jobs and intimidate white employers from hiring
black workers. One white man summed up the situation succinctly: "There are too many niggers and too many white people looking for the same job." However, Kester learned employment fears
were not limited to poor whites. His close examination of the local
press coverage and his personal contact with participants and
other Jackson County residents revealed that many of the most
prominent citizens and business leaders of Jackson County had
participated in the Saturday riot.50
Other contemporary students of lynching noted that the
Claude Neal lynching and subsequent riot could not be understood only as the lashing out of one economic group toward another because of their worsening condition during a depression. Dr.
Feitz Wittels, a psychologist and contributor to The Crisis,saw in the
Neal lynching both the most undesirable traits of peoples everywhere as seen in murderous, revengeful vendetta killing, and a
peculiarly sadistic and perverse example of mob violence. He
wrote: "Even if we assume that the economic condition of the
white populace of Marianna, Florida, plus their sense of justice
based on vendetta account for the savage brutality of the lynching,
we cannot overlook the fact that unspeakable torture of Claude
Neal takes on all of the characteristics of orgiastic ~ e l e b r a t i o n . " ~ ~
Observers of the lynching, as well as later students of the incident, for the most part agree that Claude Neal probably did ki1I Lola
49. MayorJohn Milton to Gov. David Sholtz, 30 October 1934, Sholtz Papers;J.D.
Smith to Gov. David Sholtz, 2 November 34, Sholtz Papers.
50. "The Lynching of Claude Neal," NAACP Report, 7.
51. "PsychologistsAnalyze Neal Lynching: de Sade in all his glory could not have
invented a more diabolical situation'," The Crisis,January 1935, 18.
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Cannidy. Rumors of a sexual relationship between the two childhood friends were widespread in the black community in Greenwood
and friends of Neal reported that he confessed to killing her because
she threatened to break off their afFair. Sheriff Chambliss's report
added credence to the rumor. Although the initial autopsy performed by a local coroner maintained that Lola had been raped, a
second examination performed at the request of the State Attorney
concluded that although there was evidence of intercourse, it was
most likely consensual. Furthermore, it was reported by blacks in
Greenwood who had spoken to Neal that Lola Cannidy threatened
to tell the white men in the area about what they had been doing if
Claude did not agree to end their relationshipa threat that would
ensure his murder. According to this account, Claude, demonstrating the familiarity any black man in the South would have had with
the practice and justifications of lynching, ironically killed Lola out
of his own sense of self-defense. After his arrest, he confessed to the
crime. After first telling officers that another man, Herbert Smith,
had helped him, he eventually admitting that he had acted alonea5*
In no way, of course, did Neal's possible guilt excuse lynching
him. After Neal's murder, Sholtz disingenuously told the press
that not only had he not had enough warning but that because
Neal was in the hands of a mob and not in police custody or in a
prison, intervention was less urgent or feasible. To this rationalization of Neal's lynching as an unfortunate event, White responded: "Considerablymore than one victim was lynched by the mob at
Marianna, for decency, law and order, and the reputation of the
State of Florida and its Governor were also assassinated at the
hands of the mob." Closer to home, Florida critics of lynching also
found Sholtz's explanation inadequate and the precedent that
could be set by it disastrous. "Is not your statement," wrote an economics professor at Rollins College in Winter Park, "that calling
out the National Guard would have been futile an announcement
to the lawless in our midst that the Government in the great state
of Florida is impotent in the face of anarchy?" The professor dra52. Chambliss to Sholtz, 31 October 1934, Sholtz Papers; "The Lynching of
Claude Neal," NAACP Report, 5-7; Walter T Howard, Lynchings: Extralegal
Violence i n Florida During the 1930s and VigilanteJustice: Extra-legal Executions i n
Emida, 1930-1940.According to Howard, who conducted extensive interviews
in the 1980s with black and whites from Jackson County who remembered the
lynching during his research, there is still a significant contingent in the black
community who still maintain that Neal was framed.
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matically concluded that "the name of Florida [has] been branded
with infamy wherever civilization exists by this dark deed." 53
Concerned citizens from around the country also expressed
their disapproval of Sholtz's failure to use the militia to prevent the
lynching, some going so far as to blame the governor for Neal's
death. Mrs. W. P. Cornell of the Florida ASWPL called the failure
to prevent the "premeditated expected and fully publicized lynching.. .without effective restraint" by the sheriff or troops a "disgrace
to law abiding citizens of Florida and the South," and insisted that
the state attorney immediately investigate the lynching and "bring
guilty parties to justice." Governor Sholtz ordered State Attorney
John Carter, Jr. to conduct a "thorough investigation" the day after
the lynching; Carter assured the Governor that officials in Jackson
County had done their "best to keep this prisoner from the mob."j4
Many white Floridians did not disapprove of the lynching of
"the Negro brute," as one citizen described Neal and applauded
the governor's inaction in preventing it. One woman forwarded to
the governor the letter she had written in response to Mrs.
Cornell's request for troops. She wished Scholtz "every success"
and wondered how she [Cornell] "as a white woman ask such a
request?" The question illustrated the connection between lynching and gender roles. Continuing in the same vein, the writer
drew a distinction between the appropriate duties of women in the
South and the activities of women like Cornell, questioning the
director's status as a lady. "I cannot comprehend," she wrote, "a
Southern woman (if you are one) coming out in defense of a low
down nigger." She defended not only the necessity of vigilantism,
and female support of the violent means ("rope, violence, or anything at hand") southern men employed to oppress African
Americans, but also the ideology of racial hatred and its place in
southern society. She chided Cornell: "Wake up! Let Southern
Law lynch or otherwise, take its course in regard to such criminals.
Stand firmly with White Supremacy, right or wrong."55
Words of support for the governor's perceived inaction also
came from outside the South. One Ku Klux Klan member in Ovid,
-

53. Walter White to Governor David Sholtz, October 30, 1934, Sholtz Papers;
R.W. France to Governor David Sholtz, October 28, 1934, Sholtz Papers.
54. Vito Marcantonio to Sholtz, 27 October 1934; Mrs. William P. Cornell to
Sholtz, 27 October 1934; Sholtz to John Carter, Jr., 27 October 1934;John
Carter, Jr. to Sholtz, 27 October 1934, Sholtz Papers.
55. Estelle J Humphries to Governor Sholtz, 27 October 1934, Sholtz Papers.
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New York, wished to let Sholtz know that the lynching did not
upset everyone. He had read about "a great howl of protest being
put up" in response to Neal's killing, but shared his belief "that the
unwritten law of Judge Lynch is the only known cure for those outrageous" acts of Negro men. He considered lynching to be not
only what had saved the South from ruin during Reconstruction,
but also a much better way of dealing with Negro criminal behavior than for "the honest people" to have to pay for prison stays. 56
Liberals were outraged. Members of the New York City Writers
League were appalled that apparently "everybody in America knew
that the lynching was to take place except the Governor of Florida."
The League, comprised of eighty authors, editors, and journalists
including Erskine Caldwell, Theodore Dreiser, Mary Beard, Sinclair
Lewis, Roy Wilkins, and George Soule, indignantly demanded that
Sholtz "proceed against lynching without equivocation." The
National Urban League similarly told the governor that American "citizens of both races stand appalled" by the actions of the "bloodthirsty
mob," and urged "vigorous action." The radical organization, the
International Labor Defense, was more succinct: "Anti lynch mass
meeting demands lynchers' prosecution, protection for N e g r ~ e s . " ~ ~
The Claude Neal lynching became the latest fuel added to the
fire that drove anti-lynching activists in their push for federal legislation and efforts to force reluctant southern officials to intervene
on behalf of the victims of lynching. Some exploited the murder
of Claude Neal for political gain. The Republican Party, soundly
defeated by Roosevelt in 1932, used the national news of the Neal
lynching in the mid-term election campaigns. Pennsylvania
Republicans published full-page magazine advertisements that
included the image of a lynched black man hanging from a tree
and the caption, "The mob that lynched Claude Neal ...in
Greenwood is the Democratic mob that is the same everywhere."
Other ads presented Sholtz as the deplorable archetype of the
Democratic governor who refused to call out troops and urged
potential black voters: "Don't vote for Democrats and sanction
Lynching...Vote for your Race, vote for your people, vote THE
STRAIGHT REPUBLICAN TICKET."58

56. H.H. Warner to Governor Sholtz, 29 October 1934, Sholtz Papers.
57. Writer's League to Sholtz, 29 October 1934; Telegram, National Urban
League to Sholtz, 29 October 1934; Telegram, International Labor Defense
to Sholtz , 31 October 1934, Sholtz Papers.
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Although Marianna's black citizens felt compelled to take an
apologetic stance in response to the explosion of violence, blacks
from other parts of the state were more critical, if still reserved.
For instance, the International Ministerial Alliance of Hastings was
careful to convey its support and respect for Governor Sholtz, the
state government, and the authority of the law and to express their
"sorrow and regret" for the "unfortunate lynching" and social disorder. However they were not willing to accept further inaction on
the part of the governor. "Because we love Florida and are
desirous of its reputation being kept untarnished," the AfricanAmerican community leaders urged that the Governor's office
leave nothing undone in order to prosecute the people who had
"so wantonly...cast a dark blot upon our fair c o m m ~ n w e a l t h . " ~ ~
On the national level, Walter White also proceeded with caution, but was quick to utilize the lynching, its investigation, and the
public reaction to consolidate support for the anti-lynching crusade. White published Kester's investigative report anonymously,
and sought to conceal his name from the American public in order
to ensure his safety and make any future work as a NAACP investigator more effective." However, he used the report to promote
the work of the NAACP and distributed it to the organization's
prominent backers and contacts in the government and media.
He also arranged a luncheon in New York for December 12"
where Kester presented an oral account of the Neal lynching and
provided a face to the courageous reporting. White invited such
prominent New York citizens as John Henry Hammond, Jr., John
D. Rockefeller 111, and Mary White Ovington, and intellectuals
such as George Soule, Roger Baldwin, Margaret Mead, and
Reinhold Niebuhr (a friend, mentor, and benefactor of Kester).
White expressed his high regard for the "young southern white
man who ably and courageously investigated the recent lynching,"
and considered it a uniquely valuable tool to have a well-reared,
polite and educated white churchman as the point man for the
NAACP. Moreover, White was grateful for Kester's attention to the
economic causes of mob violence and supported Kester's view that

58. 2 November 1934, Political Digest (Philadelphia: Vol. 6 No. 18), clipping in
Sholtz Papers.
59. International Ministerial Alliance of Hastings to Sholtz, 20 October 1934,
Sholtz Papers.
60. Walter White to Governor Sholtz, 22 November 1934, Scholtz Papers.
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class conflict, exacerbated by the depression, was an important factor in the Marianna lynching and riot. After a suitable period,
White intended to distribute the report "as widely as possible,"
sending it to congressman, editors, churchman and anyone else
who "need[ed] to see it." He believed that "the very horror of this
lynching will.. .help to arouse thoughtful Americans to so something about lynching."61
The Neal lynching provided federal authorities an unutilized
opportunity to demonstrate the ways existing laws could be effectively implemented in preventing lynching or punishing those
guilty of participating in lynch mobs. Lynch leaders had crossed
state lines to get Neal and had carried him back across the Florida
state line to conduct the horrific acts of torture and public spectacle. Many observers believed that these actions provided the basis
for making the perpetrators subject to federal kidnapping laws.
Writer and NAACP member Oswald Garrison Villard drew attention to this fact and labeled lynching "Public Enemy Number
One." Villard highlighted the continued failure of the federal government to intervene and the continued lack of support for an
anti-lynching bill by Roosevelt and the members of his administration in the Department of Justice, in part because of a fear of possible erosion of southern support. In contrast to the specter of
southern Democratic resentment, Villard wondered if Roosevelt
could be equally swayed by the other voices coming from the
South. "Well, the admirable outburst from southern men and
women in regard to the Florida lynching ought to make him realize how the conscience of the best people of the South is now
being stirred to deal with this horrible thing," he wrotee6*
Activists had attempted to use Sholtz's public position against
lynching to garner support for the federal Wagner-Costigan antilynching bill, introduced January 4, 1934. Among other provisions, the bill stipulated that any governmental body that failed to
protect someone seized by a mob or to seek punishment for the
criminals who perpetrated the act would be in violation of the
equal protection guaranteed by the constitution and been subject
to federal action. The bill failed to be enacted into law, similar to

61. "Howard Kester Luncheon" lists of invitees and expenses; Walter White, letter intended for mass mailing, 26 November 1934, Walter White to John D.
Rockefeller, III,27 November 1934, NAACP Papers
62. Ibid., 6.
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every other anti-lynching federal measure from the period,63
Senators Robert Wagner and Edward Costigan were aware of the
Neal lynching when they decided to reintroduce the bill in 1935.
Comments from both senators were included in a special edition
of The Crisis in January 1935 devoted to lynching in the aftermath
of the Marianna affair. Costigan, referring to "revivals of lynch law
barbarities" exemplified by the Neal case, concluded, "it is once
more shown that nothing short of national legislation can properly deal with these acts of recurring lawlessness." He proclaimed
that re-introducing the bill was inevitable and that it would be "vigorously pressed for prompt enactment into law."64
Senator Wagner carefully explained that the bill would not
diminish the "responsibility or the capacity" of states to enforce
the law and in no way changed the authority of state and local governments-one the of the chief concerns often voiced by "states
rights" minded southern politicians. The bill instead would have
provided extra incentives for authorities to see to their duties in
upholding existing laws. The bill would have imposed fines or
possible jail time not to exceed five years on state and local police
officers who failed do everything they could to discourage mobs
and prevent a lynching, or to apprehend the participants in a
lynching. Furthermore, the bill would have allowed families of
lynching victims to recover damages from the county where a
lynching occurred. It is easy to see why conservative southern
politicians disapproved of these measures. The possibility of
blacks being compensated by the county for the actions of a lynch
mob and the impact federal intervention would have on local
authority were particularly troubling to white southerners. But as
Wagner argued, "there is no local authority when sober public sentiment is engulfed by the passions of the mob, and when even the
officers of the law condone if they do not connive in the subversion of the law to lawlessness." Wagner and Costigan, like many
other outspoken opponents of lynching, knew that federal laws
alone would not stop lynching or change the racial sentiments
and intolerance. But, as Wagner understood, "the speedy passage
of the federal antilynching bill [would] rally and sustain all the
forces of enlightenment in the United States, and nowhere more
63. Wagner Costigan Anti-Lynching Bill as introduced in 1934, Sholtz Papers.
64. Robert Wagner and Edward Costigan, "From Two Senators," The Crisis,
January 1935, pages 7 and 22.
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than in the areas where the right thinking people have been hoping and pleading for reinforcements in their courageous battle
against the scourge of lynching in their midst."65 A federal bill
would aid the efforts and buttress the moral and intellectual
resolve activists in the South such as Kester. Fannie Hurst, also
writing in The Crisis, called federal anti-lynching legislation
"imperative to our national decency." She highlighted the moral
hypocrisy of the United States, as it increasingly became aware of
the looming ideological crises in Europe and yet was in effect tolerated racially and class motivated mob violence at home. "It
becomes grotesque to contemplate our country rising in righteous indignation against atrocities tolerated by a Hitler, when
hundreds of our own wayside trees are gibbets from which have
dangled the broken necks of men who have been strung up there
by the bestiality of unpunishable mobs."66
Not everyone involved in the national movement to end lynching supported a federal anti-lynching law, including Jessie Daniel
Arnes. She and others, such as George F. Milton, thought that the
social changes already taking place in the South held the greatest
hope for ending the practice. Speaking for the Southern
Commission to Study Lynching and expressing a southern regionalist's distrust of either the motivations or effectiveness of federal
laws, Milton pointed to the Fugitive Slave law and prohibition as
examples of federal laws that failed because of the lack of public
support, particularly in the areas where enforcement was the most
needed. "For these reasons, many of us who have been actively at
grips with the lynching problem-and we yield to none our sense
of shame at its existence, and our earnest determination to stamp
it out-are convinced that the best way to check the crime of lynching is through the continuation of the existing effort to stimulate,
organize and instrument the growing determination of the leading
citizens of the southern states to put an end to lynch law." Milton
accepted the paternalistic notion promoted by New South thinkers
such as Henry Grady that the most prominent economic and social
leaders of the South recognized the mutual benefits for whites and
blacks to be gained in allowing blacks access to educational opportunities and greater legal protection in order to achieve their
greatest individual potentials. Conversely, that line of reasoning
65. Ibid., 22.
66. Fannie Hurst, "'Our Wayside Trees are Gibbets'," The Crisis,January 1935, 7.
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suggested that since those leaders would logically oppose the injustice of lynching, they would encourage the changes in southern
society more broadly. Progressive reforms would eventually spell
the extinction of the practice as lower class white southerners and
the white middle-class also began to recognize the irrationality and
injustice of vigilantism. Others, while sharing Milton's sense of
shame over the continuation of lynching, were also convinced that
it was the complacency of many of the most prominent citizens at
the local and state levels that allowed preventable lynchings to
occur. Furthermore, because lynchings could also be expressions
of class antagonism as well as racism, there would remain social
issues to be resolved at the local level before federal intervention
could be effe~tive.~'
In the weeks after his return from Marianna Kester resumed
his hectic schedule. However, even after he had finished his
report and sent it to Walter White his experience still troubled
him. As he told a CERJ colleague who was anxious to renew
Kester's schedule of speaking engagements, "I haven't quite shaken the horror of it yet." In Marianna, Kester had interviewed an
array of people, white and black, including several who had participated in the lynching. He had faced many difficulties in conducting his research, from reassuring intimidated local blacks reticent
to discuss the events with outsiders to the constant threat of physical harm he personally felt. When he first began his work, George
Washington Carter made the danger of investigating lynchings
clear to Kester and urged him to carry a cyanide capsule in cased
he was faced with torture at the hand of a lynch mob.
Kester's vigilance enabled him to escape danger. He visited
Florida A & M College in nearby Tallahassee in hopes of gathering
information from the faculty and staff and possible contacts with
reliable local witnesses for the report. Hesitant at first, faculty at
the college finally gave him the name of a student who served as
pastor at a black church in Marianna, and Kester arranged a meeting with the young man at the church. A few days later as he
walked to the church from his hotel, he began to feel uneasy. He
hid at the side of the church to observe the arrival of the minister.
As the sun set several cars filled with white men pulled into the
parking lot. Frightened for his life, Kester ducked into the nearby
woods, scrambled through a ravine and made his way to the city
67. George F. Milton, "'Stimulate and Organize'," The Crisis,January 1935, 23.
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where he was able to sneak back into his hotel though a back
entrance. After sleeping little that night he awoke early and prepared to leave as soon as possible. He stopped to fill up his car at
the gas station where earlier he had purchased a postcard of Neal's
mutilated corpse hanging from the courtyard tree. The attendant,
not realizing that he was already on his way out of town, warned
him that people had begun to suspect that he was there to investigate the lynching and were looking for him.68
Kester's experience in Marianna radicalized him further, and
convinced him that without a drastic change in direction the
South and the nation were headed for racial and class ~onflict.~'
He wrote, "Of all the disorders I have investigated in recent years
this one has the most complete economic base of any. In my opinion we are headed for some terrible and disastrous racial disorders. Further, I see no solution until we have come to a definite
crisis and I doubt if we have sufficient imagination and social intelligence to meet the coming crisis short of violent social upheaval
and bloodshed." 70 His first-hand observation of the violent
reprisals exacted upon labor and race activists in Wilder, southwestern Arkansas, and now Marianna where his own life was threatened convinced him of the need for resolve, ideological
commitment, and the militant pursuit of goal-oriented programs.71 His work for organizations such as CERJ, "which [had]
no definite program or ideology," appeared too limited in scope
and organizational strength, and he sought a way to fight the intertwined problems of racial and economic injustice through a nonsectarian but politically and class-conscious Christian movement.
He had found threads of such a movement in the integrated agricultural union, the STFU-"one of the significant developments"
in the region that was "thoroughly proletarian" and had "great
promise for becoming a powerful tool for the deliverance of the
terribly oppressed farmers throughout" the South. However,
Kester was very clear in the distinction he drew between the aggres-

68. Kester to Elisabeth Gilmore, 14 November 1934, HK Papers; Martin, Howard
Kester and the Stmggb for SocialJustice, 7'475.
69. Martin, "A Prophet's Pilgrimage,"523; Grubbs, Cry from the Cotton, 75-76.
70. Kester to Mr. and Mrs. John Bergthold, 16 November 1934, HK Papers.
71. Kester to Mr. and Mrs. John Bergthold, 16 November 1934, HK Papers;
Howard Kester to Reinhold Niebuhr, 23 October 1934, HK Papers, reel 1;
Howard Kester to George Washington Carver, 13 March 1934, Carver Papers,
roll 16, cited in Martin, "A Prophet's Pilgrimage,"524.
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sive and subversive tactics of the Communist Party and the validity
of Mamian theory in the South. While professing that he was
"extremely sympathetic with the Communist position," and had
closely worked with their organizers already at various locations
throughout the region, he was "becoming increasingly skeptical"
of their political approaches, which he thought were not in k e e p
ing with their "theoretical formulations." Kester's disapproval of
the tactics of the Communist Party, in which many of his comrades
and fellow adherents of "Prophetic Religion" were becoming more
active, would resurface again later and prove one of the factors
that led to his retreat from activist work by the end of the d e ~ a d e . ' ~
Kester was hopeful that his published report would be of
immediate help in the anti-lynching campaign. Soon after his
return to Tennessee, he told a Socialist colleague and friend that
he understood "that on the basis of the report.. .that another pretty stiff fight for federal legislation [would] be made in the coming
congress." However, the Marianna case was for him more importantly a sign of greater economic and class struggles to come. "The
misery and tragedy of the millions of disinherited whites and
Negroes who are cutting one another's throats while the bosses
look on gleefully nearly drives me crazy," he wrote. "I am increasingly convinced that our most serious battles are to be fought in
this area and how inadequately prepared we are to meet them."
Howard Kester had already experienced personal danger and
frustration through his work, and had witnessed the perpetration
of great injustices against African Americans and laborers in the
South before going to Marianna. Nevertheless, his experience in
Marianna took a heavy toll. "Scarcely have I ever had a more devastating experience than that," he wrote Claude Williams, his
friend and fellow preacher and social activist. "The lynching and
subsequent developments are among the most ghastly things in all
the long history of lynching. My nerves were frayed. I was warned
to get out before it was too late. . . I was physically tired to death
and my spirits were never at a lower ebb." By the end of 1934
Howard Kester, a leading figure of southern social radicalism and
proponent of a politically conscious, and militant, social gospel
that sought no less than the compete reordering of Southern society, was convinced that he and Williams and Ward Rogers, and the

'"
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other evangelical espousers of "Prophetic Religion" could not
compromise. Other national leaders of left leaning, activist
Protestantism warned their younger brethren not to deviate too far
from "genuine religious" work and not to risk going too far into
social or political work at the expense of their ministerial mission.
Willard Uphaus, Field Secretary of the National Religion and
Labor Foundation in New Haven, Connecticut, supported their
efforts, but warned Williams explicitly that some backers, such as
members of the Fellowship of Christian Socialists, thought he was
straying from the religious foundation. Kester advised Williams
not to give in, especially to people, however well meaning, who did
not fully grasp the immediacy of the fight in which Kester and
Williams were daily engaged.74
Kester and Williams drifted apart ideologically and politically
over the next decade, as Williams became more identified with the
Communist Party and Kester grew more disenchanted with his role
as a militant activist. After the STFU was irrevocably damaged by
political infighting, Kester severed his professional association with
his former comrade in arms altogether, seeking more intensive
theological study away from the fray. In the aftermath of the
Claude Neal lynching, however, Kester expressed his outrage and
fervent belief that it would take a radical conviction to achieve the
salvation for their suffering brothers. "These cockeyed people who
go about talking of love and good-will in the midst of all this
oppression and hell make me pretty tired," he wrote. "We won't
love people into the Kingdom, we've got to bust this damn society
to hell before love can find a place in it."75

74. Willard Uphaus to Claude Williams, 8 October 1934, HK Papers.
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